NAC OF SERBIA
AC Nova Pazova
35 th SREM CUP F1ABCQ FAI World
Cup F1H Eurochallenge
Date:

16th June 2017.

Place:

Aradac field near Zrenjanin, Serbia (aprox 45.360360N, 20.288186E)

Organiser:

AC Nova Pazova

Contest director: Nikola Bunčić
Contact person:

Martin Grubić, martin.grubic@yahoo.com,
martin.grubic@koplas.co.rs, mob phone +381 63 86 58 182

Jury:

Will be elected at the spot

Entries:

To be sent to contacts mail or phone by June 10th.
Entry fee 30 EUR,
Juniors and ladies 20EUR
Additional category 10 EUR
F1H entry fee: 20 EUR,
Juniors, ladies and World Cup participants 10EUR.

Protests:

Will be processed by FAI Sporting Code and World Cup rules, fee 35 EUR.

Proposed schedule:
8:00 - 15:00 7 rounds, 60 minutes, no break
Maximums according to FAI World Championship rules.
Fly-offs after 18:00 (360“, 480“, 600“)
Organiser can change round or maximum duration, acording to
conditions and number of competitors per pole, but no round shall be
shorter than 60 minutes, and no maximum shall be longer than 240
seconds.
First round schedule is fixed accoring to entries, after that
competitors shall be rescheduled to equalize staring poles.
In case of a tie after sunset final round shall be organised at
Sunday dawn.
Eurochalenge Competition is organised by FAI rules for class F1H
and World Cup Rules anex. In case of a tie after sunset, the trophies
will be awarded by competior's age (youngest first).
Accomodation:

We can provide information about nearest hotels, motels and guest houses.

Provisional camping on the field free of charge.
Notes:

Organiser shall not be responisble for any damage to or from third parties.

VERY IMPORTANT:
Flying models other than FAI competition classes or flying quads and other type of drones
is punishable by laws in Serbia as they are counted as unathorised flight of an UAV and
will not be allowed by organiser unless a written permision from Serbian Civil Aviation
Directorate and Serbian Ministry of Defence is issued.
Welcome to Serbia!
Welcome to Srem Cup!
Contest director:
Nikola Bunčić

